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The Role of the Paris Club in
Managing Debt Problems
The world of economics and finance is full of mysteries. While many are
genuine and arise from the complexity of human behavior, some appear artificially contrived by groups of players who find it convenient or advantageous
to camouflage their activities from others. The Paris Club is a mystery of the
second category, but less by design than by circumstance.
From 1978 to 1984, in a wave of debt crises that shattered confidence in the
international financial system, twenty-nine countries appeared before the
Paris Club to negotiate fifty-six debt-rescheduling agreements. Roughly $27
billion of debt-service obligations were deferred in these negotiations. Ofnecessity, the Paris Club assumed a more prominent role in the world of international finance, and important steps were taken to modernize its procedures.
Profiting from a greater willingness among the creditor countries to discuss
the Paris Club in public, this essay begins with a general introduction in Section 1. In Sections 2 and 3 it reviews the basic principles and procedures of
rescheduling negotiations in the Paris Club as they existed and were modified
in the 1978-84 period, and in Section 4 it discusses the North-South dimension of debt.
The hallmarks ofthe Paris Club are its efficiency and its adaptability. Compared with these virtues, its shortcomings appear trivial. Nevertheless, the
Paris Club is currently wrestling with two problems that are examined in
some detail in Section 5. The first is prolonged recourse to debt reliefthrough
a succession of Paris Club agreements—a phenomenon described here as
"serial rescheduling." The second is the emergence of debt-rescheduling
arrangements imposed unilaterally by debtor countries, without negotiations
with their creditors, that involve debt owed by private-sector borrowers—
a phenomenon described here as "unilateral rescheduling."
Finally, Section 6 looks briefly at the role of the Paris Club in the Summit
strategy for managing debt problems that was adopted in 1983.
Creditors and debtors understandably have a different appreciation of the
Paris Club. From a creditor-country perspective, which is my viewpoint, the
instinct is to conclude that the Paris Club has been tempered by the heat of
the 1978-84 period and has emerged a stronger instrument in the service of
the international financial community. For others who feel that the Paris Club
Special thanks are extended to Todd Crawford, ofthe Treasury Department, for his many valuable suggestions.
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works against the interests of debtor countries, this essay may help to persuade them that the Paris Club is better than any alternative.
1

An Introduction to the Paris Club

The procedures for resolving an international debt crisis resemble a threering circus. In the center ring, the government of the debtor country negotiates with the International Monetary Fund to obtain a balance-of-payments
loan in return for adopting a well-defined set ofeconomic policies designed to
eliminate its payments problem. In the second ring, the debtor government
negotiates with creditor governments to lighten the burden of servicing outstanding debt and to obtain new financing. In the third ring, the debtor government negotiates with private creditors for debt relief and new financing.
Paris Club negotiations are part of the activity in the second ring. London
Club negotiations with commercial banks take place in the third ring. There
are close links among the activities in all three rings, but some basic distinctions separate them. Among the distinctions, perhaps the most important is
that debt-rescheduling negotiations are organized from the perspective ofthe
creditors, not the debtors. Credits from official institutions are discussed in
the Paris Club regardless of whether the borrower is a public-sector or
private-sector entity. Credits from commercial banks are discussed in the
London Club, again regardless of the borrower's status.
Ofcourse, it is not quite as simple as this. First, many credits from private
lenders carry a guarantee ofrepayment provided by an official agency such as
the U.S. Export-Import Bank, and credits to private-sector borrowers often
carry a guarantee of repayment provided by the government of the debtor
country. Forget the debtor-country guarantee: it does not influence where
the credit is discussed. But a guarantee from an official creditor-country
agency puts the credit on the Paris Club's platter. Second, credits extended
by international lending institutions such as the World Bank are traditionally
exempted from rescheduling. Third, nonbank private creditors (e.g., exporters or producers—or, more generally, -suppliers") have no established forum
for negotiating a debt-relief arrangement. Fourth, commercial banks will
generally discuss the provision of new credits in their London Club negotiations, but official creditors have made it a matter of principle not to discuss
new credits in the Paris Club.
The spontaneous and informal character of many small circuses is also
found in both the Paris Club and the London Club. Contrary to the impression conveyed by many journalists, and to the expectations of most countries
experiencing their first debt crisis, neither club has a fixed membership or
institutional structure. Each rescheduling negotiation with official creditors
2

or commercial banks has an ad hoc character and can be considered a different -club."
In short, the Paris Club is not an international organization. It represents a
set of procedures currently used for negotiating arrangements to defer payment obligations on credits extended or guaranteed by creditor-country government agencies to both public-sector and private-sector borrowers in
debtor countries unable to meet fully their external debt obligations. The
London Club represents the parallel set of procedures used for negotiating
similar arrangements with respect to credits extended by commercial banks.
While neither -club" has members or a charter, their practices regarding
participation are distinctive. In the Paris Club, the traditional participants(as
creditors)are the governments ofthe major industrial countries ofthe West—
generally speaking, the twenty-four members of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development(OECD). However, one ofthose countries(Turkey)has participated only as a debtor, and in any single rescheduling
negotiation there are usually a dozen or more OECD countries that do not
participate because they have not extended a significant amount of credit to
the debtor country. Furthermore, other countries have participated as creditors, including Argentina, Israel, Mexico, and South Africa. In the London
Club, the practice is simpler. All commercial banks that have any exposure to
the debtor country participate. Smaller banks are represented by their countries' leading international lenders, which serve on a -steering committee"
that negotiates with the debtor, but the negotiations are conducted on behalf
of all banks.
The specific procedures of the Paris Club evolved gradually over almost
thirty years. The first Paris Club rescheduling occurred in 1956 when Argentina agreed to meet in Paris with its official creditors to find a mutually acceptable basis for rescheduling payments due on officially supported export
credits. Argentina returned twice, and Brazil, Chile, and Turkey together
went to Paris five times in the late 1950s and early 1960s to obtain debt relief
on obligations to governments, because the creditors had been overzealous
in promoting exports to these rapidly modernizing countries. There were no
parallel London Club negotiations, because commercial banks were not major creditors; the short-term trade credit that they did provide was not generally considered to have contributed to the countries' debt crises.
An aberration occurred in the late 1960s when creditor governments experimented with the use of debt relief as a form of development assistance.
India and Pakistan, in particular, sought the rescheduling of aid loans to ease
balance-of-payments strains. Several debt-rescheduling arrangements were
negotiated, but these are not considered Paris Club agreements because neither country was in a position of-imminent default" and the granting of debt
3

relief was not tied to IMF "conditionality." Again, commercial banks were not
significant creditors and there were no London Club negotiations.
The debt-relief negotiations with Indonesia and Ghana in the early 1970s
_ did qualify as Paris Club negotiations, even though the terms were highly
concessional, because both countries were in default and had negotiated
standby arrangements with the IMF. In each ofthese cases, external borrowing had mushroomed even as the productive capacity of the country's economy deteriorated. Debt relief on terms similar to those granted in the past
would have imposed payment obligations exceeding the countries' ability to
generate foreign exchange. Encouraged by political reversals which brought
to power governments that were committed to developing market-oriented
economies, the creditors granted Indonesia and Ghana exceptionally long repayment periods and favorable interest rates on the rescheduled debt. These
cases illustrate the degree offlexibility possible in a Paris Club rescheduling,
and they have been recalled with increasing frequency since 1981. Once
again, commercial banks were not involved in tither case because they were
not significant creditors.
The mid-1970s constituted a period oftransition. Commercial banks had to
provide debt relief in an organized fashion for the first time (Zaire), and the
London Club emerged as the standard rescheduling procedure for these
creditors. Other noteworthy developments during this period were the first
serious North-South negotiations on debt and the first signs of an epidemic of
debt problems in Africa.
At the beginning of 1978, the Paris Club was a well-tested instrument with
a respectable record; it had concluded twenty-six separate negotiations with
twelve different countries over twenty-two years. The 1978-84 period tempered but did not change the instrument in any fundamental way, even
though the Paris Club concluded more than twice as many agreements (fiftysix) in those seven years as in its first twenty-two. However, the frequency of
rescheduling has not slackened, and some countries appear to have become
dependent upon debt relief. Is there a basic flaw in the Paris Club approach?
Would some of the alternative approaches proposed in recent years have
been more effective? The discussion that follows answers"No- to both questions, but it points out several weaknesses in existing arrangements.'
2 Principles of the Paris Club

Imminent default, conditionality, and burden sharing are the three fundamental principles ofParis Club rescheduling. Additional principles, or "basic
concepts,- can be found in other accounts or in the UNCTAD resolution on
A more comprehensive discussion of rescheduling cases in the 1975-83 period can be found
in Brau, Williams, et al., 1983.
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debt problems of developing countries adopted in 1980(see section 4 below).
They either follow logically from these three or are distinctly less important.
The First Principle: Imminent Default
Compared with devaluing or cutting back imports or diverting more local
products to export markets, debt reliefis an attractive option to a government
facing balance-of-payments difficulties. Consequently, requests for debt relief are addressed to creditor countries with some frequency. The principle of
imminent default is the main defense erected by creditors against capricious
requests for debt relief Creditor governments will not entertain a request for
debt relief unless there is evidence that the debtor country will default on its
external payments in the absence of such relief. The existence of substantial
external payments arrears is generally regarded as sufficient evidence that
the imminent-default criterion has been met.
Analytically, the test of imminent default is the existence of an ex ante financing gap. The techniques for measuring this gap improved considerably
in the 1978-84 period and now form an important element in the preparation
for Paris Club negotiations and the negotiations themselves. The starting
point is usually the IMF's balance-of-payments projection for the debtor
country for the coming year. The various components are rearranged in terms
ofsources and uses offoreign exchange. If projected uses exceed sources, this
constitutes prima facie evidence that a situation of imminent default exists.
Use of the IMF's projections avoids haggling over whether sources could be
higher and uses lower, because the IMF's projections are deemed to reflect
an objective assessment ofthe outlook in the context ofthe best politically feasible policy mix.
The accompanying table contains an example of a sources-uses calculation
used by the U.S. government in preparation for the 1978 rescheduling negotiation with Peru. The individual items correspond to a projection found
in the staff paper prepared for the IMF Executive Board describing the
proposed standby arrangement with Peru. In contrast to the presentation
normally used by the IMF,interest payments are grouped with principal payments rather than other current-account items, and both gross loan disbursements and repayments are shown rather than simply net disbursements.
Also, where the creditors' estimates of disbursements and repayments diverge significantly, these are substituted for the estimates of the IMF. (Divergences occurred with disturbing frequency in the 1978-84 period.)
There was only one case in the 1978-84 period when debt relief was granted
by official creditors in the absence of imminent default. The Pakistan rescheduling of 1981 was a throwback to the "aid" reschedulings of the late
1960s. During 1980, following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, Pakistan's
Western creditors were anxious to strengthen Pakistan's stumbling economy.
5

PERU: PROJECTED SOURCES AND USES OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE, 1979
(in millions of dollars)
Sources
Exports
Imports

Uses

$2,380
$1,910

Investment income (excluding debt service)

10

Other nondebt services (net)
Transfers (net)

60

Loan disbursements
Investment(net)

130
10

900
20

Short-term capital, errors and omissions (net)
IMF(net)
Swap repayment

80
10

Reserve increase

•"
60
180

$3,360
Balance before debt service

$2,390

$ 970

Debt service:
Bilateral official creditors:
Principal
Interest

$ 335
200

Commercial banks:
Principal
Interest

390
300

Multilateral and others
Principal
Interest

315
60
$1,600

Financial gap

$ 630

NOTE: The financial gap is more than closed by 90 percent relief on principal payments owed
to bilateral official creditors and commercial banks.

Although some creditors were prepared to participate in a Paris Club negotiation despite the absence of a situation ofimminent default, others (including the United States) argued successfully that a different "venue- should be
found to preserve the integrity of the Paris Club process. The eventual solution was to negotiate debt relief in the framework of the World Bank—led aid
consortium for Pakistan, which happened to be the forum used for the debtrelief negotiations with Pakistan in the late 1960s. The concern over the pre6

cedent created by this -political" use of debt relief is reflected in the fact that
U.S. participation in the negotiations required a presidential decision.
The case of Peru can be used to illustrate some complications with the application ofthe principle ofimminent default. Thanks partly to the individuals
who happened to be representing creditor countries in Paris Club negotiations at the time, there was a spirit of experimentation early in the 1978-84
period. One ofthe notable innovations was to grant debt reliefto Peru on two
years of payments(1979 and 1980)rather than the standard one year. This was
a contentious innovation, with opponents arguing that it would violate the
principle ofimminent default since there was some evidence that Peru would
be able to meet all its payment obligations in the second year. The eventual
compromise was to make the second year of relief conditional upon a subsequent standby arrangement with the IMF, in which an ex ante financing gap
was identified for that year.
To the astonishment of many, Peru's balance-of-payments situation improved so dramatically during the course of 1979 that it decided to forego the
relief offered for 1980 by both official and commercial-bank creditors. This is
the only case of a country giving back debt relief granted in the Paris Club.
One effect was to harden the position of those who had argued against a twoyear rescheduling. Another effect was to leave the creditors with a singular
fondness for Peru that manifested itself in an unusually generous rescheduling arrangement five years later. Unfortunately, the creditors'favorable predisposition toward Peru was not validated by Peru's performance under its
1983 Paris Club agreement.
The Second Principle: Conditionality
Having establishea the debtor country's need for debt relief, the creditors'
next concern is to make sure that the country quickly regains its ability to
service external debts fully and on schedule. Naturally, they begin by looking
for the causes ofthe country's debt problem and asking that steps be taken to
eliminate these causes.
This natural reaction was reinforced by the creditors' experience with debt
rescheduling in the 1978-84 period. A major lesson learned was the importance of requiring the debtor country to implement a sound package of economic policies. The lesson is epitomized in the view that debt relief does not
solve debt problems: good policies do.
At the beginning of the 1978-84 period, numerous creditor-country negotiators were inclined to believe that the debt problems being addressed were
largely beyond the control of the debtor countries and would disappear once
debt relief was granted on the appropriate terms. By the end of 1984, the opposite sentiment was equally prevalent: with the benefit of even the most
7

generous rescheduling terms, certain debtor countries would probably remain uncreditworthy. The shift in mood, however, had remarkably little impact on the terms offered. The terms tended to reflect, more than anything
else, the debtor country's ability to service debt in the next year or two and
the creditors' desire to avoid precedents for more generous rescheduling
terms.
The experience of the 1978-84 period also served to highlight a large contradiction at the heart ofthe Paris Club process. Creditors should reward farreaching measures that lead to a rapid restoration of creditworthiness by offering more generous terms. Yet the stronger the corrective measures taken
by a debtor country, the less relief is needed. Thus, creditors cannot reward
good policies without violating the first principle. They cannot give relief that
is not needed.
Creditors could negotiate with a debtor country to obtain the required policy reforms, but they have found a much simpler and politically safer device.
As a precondition to Paris Club negotiations, the creditors insist that the
debtor country conclude a standby arrangement with the International Monetary Fund.
IMF conditionality is absolutely central to the Paris Club process, because,
more than any other factor, it determines the success or failure of the debtrelief operation. At the same time, it can be a weak point in the process, because the creditors are at the mercy of whatever accommodation is reached
between the IMF and the debtor country.
The practical problem associated with obtaining conditionality by proxy
through the IMF becomes a "chicken or egg" dilemma. Before concluding a
standby arrangement with the debtor country, the IMF staff would like to
know how much debt relief the creditors plan to provide so that it can assure
the IMF Executive Board that the arrangement is viable, that is, that there
will be no financing gap after allowing for debt relief and IMF drawings. The
creditors, however, want to see the standby before they negotiate, because
the policy commitments in the standby and the related balance-of-payment
projections influence the amount of debt relief they are willing to offer.
This tug-of-war became acute in the 1978-84 period but was handled quite
pragmatically in cases as different as those of Brazil (1983) and Sudan (198284).
In the case of Brazil, as with Mexico, the IMF played a major role in determining the amount of debt relief that would be required during the standby
period. It was forced to do this because ofthe very large amounts ofdebt service due to commercial banks, the importance the banks attached to remaining
current on interest payments, and the banks' reluctance to provide net new
financing. The Fund managed its role successfully by consulting extensively
with both official and private creditors during its negotiations with Brazil. In
8

effect, the debt-relief terms were pre-negotiated via the IMF and were subsequently confirmed formally in the Paris and London Clubs.
In the case of the last three rescheduling agreements with Sudan, a different approach could be taken because commercial banks were not major creditors and official creditors have more flexibility than banks in rescheduling interest and extending new credits. To simplify a bit, the Fund staff negotiated
standby's with Sudan and submitted them to the IMF Executive Board for
provisional approval. The standby's did not go into effect(Sudan was unable
to draw on the IMF) until negotiations with its creditors yielded a combination of debt relief and new money that eliminated the ex ante financing gaps
specified in the standby's. These financing gaps were so large that even 100
percent debt relief(i.e., the deferral ofall obligations, including interest payments) would have left sizable gaps. Since official creditors will not negotiate
new money arrangements in the Paris Club, the IMF organized a special
pledging session for balance-of-payments assistance to Sudan.
As noted above, the 1978 Paris Club agreement with Peru was for two years
of debt relief, the second year linked to the conclusion of an IMF standby arrangement covering that year. "One-plus-one- agreements of this kind, with
the IMF playing a key role, were subsequently negotiated with Togo, Turkey, Sudan, Sierra Leone, Zaire, and Liberia.(The 1980 agreement with Turkey was for three years; the others were for two.) With the exception of the
Peruvian and Turkish agreements, all of these extended agreements broke
down. The countries were either unable to conclude a follow-on IMF arrangement or quickly fell out of compliance with it. The creditors found
themselves in a very awkward situation. Following the letter ofthe Paris Club
agreements, the second year's relief should have been withdrawn. In each
case, however, the debtor's balance-of-payments situation was very weak and
there was no chance of getting paid what was due. These experiences soured
the creditors on extended debt-relief agreements. Nevertheless, in response
to a Summit-level political commitment, they concluded a "multi-year- rescheduling agreement with Ecuador in 1985. At the same time, considerable
efforts were made to ensure that this agreement would be more successful
than the extended arrangements negotiated in the 1978-81 period. The circumstances surrounding this case are discussed below in section 6.
Finally, in three cases IMF conditionality was not possible because the
debtor countries were not members of the IMF: Poland, Cuba, and Mozambique. Since the creditors could not tie debt relief to an IMF standby, they
negotiated directly with the debtors over policy reforms. In each case, a small
task force of creditor-country experts was formed to visit the debtor country,
evaluate the nature ofits debt problem, and identify the measures to be taken
to overcome it. The most difficult part of this process was trying to decide
whether debt relief for these countries should be linked to meaningful re9

forms or to a set of quantitative -performance criteria- of the sort found in
IMF standby agreements, such as the budget deficit, the exchange rate, the
level of foreign borrowing, or the size of foreign-exchange reserves. In the
end, the pragmatists prevailed, arguing that the statistical base was too weak
or too easy to manipulate and that the traditional performance indicators were
less meaningful in centrally planned economies. Thus these agreements conformed more to the form than the substance of the conditionality principle.
There were occasionally intense negotiations over specific economic and financial targets, but without much expectation that the allocation of resources
or the structure of incentives in the debtor country would change significantly.
The case of Poland was one ofthe most problematical for Paris Club creditors, especially because commercial banks negotiated rescheduling arrangements without any conditionality and left little foreign exchange for official
creditors. Mozambique became a member of the IMF in September 1984,
and it will therefore be possible for official creditors to obtain IMF conditionality in subsequent rounds of rescheduling in the Paris Club. Cuba stands out
as the case in which the good faith of the debtor in undertaking reforms has
been most in doubt, in spite of its good performance in meeting its revised
debt-service schedule.
The Third Principle: Burden Sharing
The principle itselfis simple: all creditors must provide reliefthat is commensurate with their exposure to the debtor country. The application ofthe principle, however, is one of the most complicated aspects of Paris Club negotiations.
There are four broad categories of creditor to consider, each one trying to
get the best deal possible: (a) multilateral lending institutions, (b) official
creditors participating in the Paris Club negotiations,(c) official creditors not
participating in those negotiations, and (d) private creditors, notably commercial banks.
Multilateral lending institutions. As of the end of 1984, the multilateral
lending institutions were the only category that had clearly established a preferential claim on the foreign-exchange resources ofa country seeking debt relief. The category included the IMF, the World Bank, and the Asian, African,
and Inter-American development banks, as well as certain other institutions
such as the European Investment Bank and the OPEC Special Fund.
The arguments for exempting multilateral institutions from rescheduling
are twofold. The first is that the debtor country as well as the creditor countries are members of the institutions and therefore both benefit from the exemption. The second is that the institutions bear their share of the burden of
relief by continuing to lend to the debtor country.
10

To elaborate, the costs of multilateral lending are reduced for creditorcountry members because, without the exemption, they would have to provide the multilateral institutions with more resources to maintain the same
level of new lending. The costs are reduced for debtor-country members because the exemption is a key factor in maintaining the strong credit ratings
that allow the multilateral development banks to issue bonds at favorable
rates that are passed on to their borrowers. On the second point, analysis has
confirmed that the major multilateral development banks have continued to
be net contributors of funds to countries obtaining debt relief in the Paris
Club, but that in certain cases the lesser institutions have not.(The IMF has
also reduced its exposure in a number of cases; see section 5 on "Serial Rescheduling.")
In the light of the experience of the last six years, the only institution that
seems to have a clear-cut case for virtually automatic exemption is the IMF.
The monetary character of the Fund, the legal form taken by its lending
(which is a purchase of foreign currencies with the debtor's own currency
rather than a loan), and the role it plays in obtaining conditionality justify the
preservation of its preferred status.
The preferred status of the other multilateral institutions may not be tenable indefinitely. In some countries, such as Tanzania, multilateral development lenders as a group account for the bulk ofthe external debt outstanding
and the country's annual debt-service obligations. If one of these countries
experiences critical debt-servicing difficulties and accumulates substantial arrears, it cannot be assumed that other creditors would "bail out" the multilateral lenders by providing new loans. It might also be hard for the institutions
to justify a large increase in fast-disbursing nonproject loans to the debtor
country when the purpose of the loans is so clear—to meet interest and principal payments on earlier loans by those same institutions. In such a situation,
the institutions may decide to provide debt relief on terms similar to those
offered by bilateral official creditors.
The question ofwhich multilateral lending institutions should be exempted
from rescheduling has generated some controversy. Obviously, the larger the
number ofcreditors exempted in a particular case, the greater the burden on
the creditors that do reschedule. After the IMF, the World Bank and the regional development banks seem to be on the strongest ground because the
major creditor countries belong to all ofthem. To continue to exempt the European Investment Bank and the OPEC Special Fund, however, could make
it possible for particular groups of creditors to escape participation in rescheduling by serving as a conduit for lending that would otherwise take place
bilaterally.
An issue has recently emerged as a result of the World Bank's relatively
new "co-financing" arrangements with commercial banks. Some of these ar11

rangements come uncomfortably close to conferring on the World Bank's
commercial partners its own preferred status in situations of default. None of
the Bank's co-financing partners has yet been exempted from a rescheduling
operation, but ifand when this happens, it will almost certainly be against the
advice of rescheduling experts in the creditor countries.
Participating official creditors. Despite twenty-eight years of Paris Club
negotiations, debtor countries still have a strong tendency to seek bilateral
relief before they accept a multilateral approach. They are often successful
with creditor countries that do not belong to the OECD, but only rarely with
OECD members. In view of the intense political pressures that can build up
in some cases, the record of adherence to the multilateral Paris Club approach is remarkable.
Burden sharing among the creditor governments participating in a particular rescheduling operation is obviously the "raison d'être" ofthe Paris Club.
However, it is much harder for governments to achieve equitable burden
sharing than for commercial banks, because the governments'credits are extended on widely varying terms for a broad range of commercial, political,
military, and humanitarian purposes. Therefore, the Paris Club creditors
have opted for a simplistic approach. All credits extended prior to a specified
date, regardless of their terms or purpose, are rescheduled with the same
grace and repayment periods. At the same time, the interest rates on rescheduled debt are allowed to vary from creditor to creditor, with the general
understanding that concessional credits will remain concessional and that
penalty rates will not be charged.
The only serious burden-sharing issue that divided the leading Paris Club
creditors during the 1978-84 period related to new credits. In several of the
more recent cases (Sudan, Mexico, Brazil), official creditors had to provide
new credits in addition to providing debt relief. No simple formula existed for
determining how much each creditor country should contribute. Thus the
pledging process was ad hoc, and the United States ended up providing more
of the new money than it felt it should on burden-sharing grounds. To some
extent, this outcome may have reflected the high visibility of the -new credits" problem in Brazil and Mexico—where the United States has traditionally
had stronger economic attachments than other Paris Club creditors. (As
noted earlier, new credits are not negotiated in the Paris Club.)
The IMF has been especially concerned about the difficulty of integrating
new credits from official sources into the comprehensive packages offinancial
support organized for several debtor countries. Emergency "bridge" financing has been relatively easy to coordinate, because the leading contributors
have been members of the Group of Ten, which is closely linked with the
IMF through the General Arrangements to Borrow. Long-term development
assistance has also been relatively easy to coordinate for countries such as
12

Sudan that have a World Bank—led consultative group. But some of the most
important debtors, especially those in Latin America, do not have consultative groups and are more dependent on officially supported export credit than
on development assistance. There have been preliminary discussions among
representatives of the leading export-credit agencies about this problem, but
so far no group has emerged to fill the gap and serve as a -partner" ofthe Paris
Club in the process of managing debt problems.2
Nonparticipating official creditors. The technique by which Paris Club
creditors achieve burden sharing with nonparticipating official creditors is to
include a "nondiscrimination" clause in the standard rescheduling agreement. This clause commits the debtor country to obtaining equivalent debt
relieffrom all its nonparticipating official creditors. If it accepts harder terms
from any of them, then it is obligated to repay the Paris Club creditors more
rapidly.
Even though as a matter of principle Paris Club negotiations are open to all
governments that have extended credit to the debtor country, two main categories of official creditors do not generally participate in Paris Club negotiations: centrally planned countries and developing countries. The former do
not participate presumably because they view the Paris Club as a "capitalist"
process. They may also be reluctant to provide the detailed information on
their credits that is traditionally exchanged among participants.
The nonparticipation of most developing-country creditors seems to be explained by different political considerations. Some stay away out ofsympathy
for the debtor country. They do not wish to associate themselves with the
onerous" Paris Club terms. Others feel they can escape rescheduling altogether or get more favorable terms by negotiating with the debtor bilaterally.
Arab creditors, by contrast, tend to offer more generous terms than the Paris
Club, perhaps because of Islamic sensitivities about usurious lending. The
participating creditors recognize, however, that it would be harder to arrive
at a consensus if more creditors with different philosophies participated.
Private creditors. Burden sharing with private creditors, notably commercial banks, has been the hottest issue in the Paris Club in recent years. The
phrase "bailing out the banks" sums up the issue and hints at the degree of
emotion involved.
Before 1970, official creditors could reschedule without worrying much
about the banks. The amounts ofbank lending were small, and debt problems
were not associated in the public mind with "excessive- bank lending. By
1978, however, commercial banks were important lenders to most of the
countries seeking debt relief from the Paris Club. The banks accepted the
need to provide debt relief without much of a struggle, and the procedural
2 Background on this aspect can be found in Brau and Puckahtikom (1985).
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question was settled quite simply. The official creditors were not at all interested in bringing commercial banks into Paris Club negotiations, and the
banks did not push to come in. The separate London Club evolved quite naturally, loosely modeling its approach on that of the Paris Club.
By contrast, the question of substance remains contentious. How much
debt relief should banks provide to satisfy burden sharing? Reflecting fundamental differences between the purpose and terms of official credits on one
hand and those ofbank credits on the other, the concept of"comparable treatment" has evolved as the test ofequitable burden sharing. When official creditors grant debt relief, the debtor country must agree to seek a measure of
relief from banks that is as generous in the context of normal commercial
lending as the relief offered by creditor governments in the context of their
lending.
The difficulty with comparable treatment is that it is very hard to measure
and harder to enforce. It is relatively easy to enforce when the banks refuse
to provide any relief. This is what happened with Zaire in the 1976-79 period.
Official creditors refused to provide further relief until Zaire obtained comparable debt relief from its commercial-bank creditors. And ultimately the
banks agreed to provide relief.
At the other extreme, the terms Peru obtained in its 1978 agreements with
the Paris and London Clubs were virtually indistinguishable. Furthermore,
when Peru decided to forego the second year of relief it had obtained from
the banks, it also had to pass up the second year offered by governments.
In most other cases, the terms of the Paris and London Club agreements
were close enough so that official creditors did not feel they were "bailing
out" the banks. In fact, in the case of Mexico the official creditors provided
debt relief only to private-sector borrowers, while banks provided relief to
both private-sector and public-sector borrowers. The cases where comparable treatment was hardest to achieve (or demonstrate) were those of Poland,
Liberia, and Togo in the 1978-84 period, and Costa Rica and the Dominican
Republic in the first halfof 1985. Later in 1985, however, the problem of burden sharing by banks assumed major proportions when it became apparent
that bank lending to the most important debtors had trickled to a halt. Ultimately, these concerns led to efforts to strengthen the five-point strategy
discussed in section 6.
3 Paris Club Procedures

The Paris Club has one truly remarkable characteristic. It is capable of completing a rescheduling agreement involving billions ofdollars ofobligations in
eight to twelve hours of negotiations at no cost to the debtor other than plane
fare to Paris and two days' lodging for its delegation. The contrast with Lon14

don Club negotiations is dramatic and certainly not lost on the debtors. The
speed ofParis Club negotiations is due in part to the long experience ofofficial
creditors but probably more to the fact that a Paris Club agreement is an ad
referendum framework agreement that is implemented by a separate bilateral
agreement between the debtor country and each participating Paris Club
creditor.
Since one of the purposes of this essay is to shed light on the mysteries of
the Paris Club, it is necessary to survey briefly the steps leading up to a negotiation, the content of a negotiation, the main terms in an agreement, and
the implementation process.3
Preliminaries
Rescheduling in the Paris Club is an unpleasant affair, and the official creditors must keep it unpleasant as an incentive to debtors to honor their debtservice obligations. Rescheduling is unpleasant primarily because it forces
countries to take policy measures (in connection with their IMF standby arrangements)that imply a reduction ofdomestic consumption and slower economic growth. It is also unpleasant because the debtors are negotiating from
a position of weakness and are rarely offered terms that appear generous to
their citizens.
As debt problems emerge, debtor countries have only two alternatives to
rescheduling. The first is to adopt far-reaching policy reforms that have the
effect of sharply reducing import expenditures and boosting export earnings.
In recent years, Korea and Indonesia are among the few countries that have
followed this approach with success. The second is to seek more external financing. In 1978-84, this second alternative was attempted by many countries but rarely successfully. In some ofthese cases, the debtors quickly used
up short-term lines of credit from commercial lenders. More often, they
turned to creditor governments with whom they had strong political ties for
extra balance-of-payments financing. For example, France has extended such
financing to a number ofits former African colonies, and the United States has
extended it to Latin American countries such as Jamaica, Costa Rica, and
Peru.
These cases are mentioned to point out that rescheduling is usually triggered not when the debtor country submits a formal request for negotiations
in the Paris Club but when the official creditors decide they are unwilling to
continue extending credit to the debtor country. The case of Israel could be
used to illustrate this pattern. The level of assistance extended by the United
States in fiscal year 1984 was explicitly linked to the level ofdebt-service payments due on U.S. military credits. If the United States discontinued its
3

A more detailed discussion of Paris Club procedures can be found in Rieffel(1984).
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large-scale financial assistance to Israel—even assuming a rapid turnaround
in the performance of the Israeli economy—an Israeli request to the United
States for debt relief would not be surprising.
Paris Club negotiations begin when the French government receives a
debtor country's formal request for a meeting with the debtor's official creditors to negotiate a debt-relief agreement. If the debtor already has an IMF
standby covering the period for which relief is requested, it will quickly be
informed of suitable dates for such a meeting. Otherwise, the debtor is
reminded of this precondition.
There is no particular mystery to the role of France in this process. To begin with, the French have a flair for negotiation. Furthermore, they are eager
to offer their capital as a venue for every kind of international activity, and
Paris is more centrally located than most other creditor capitals. In addition,
the creditors are more comfortable with a host country that is a large creditor
but not the largest, and the debtors are more comfortable with one that is
known to be sympathetic to the Third World. Finally, and perhaps most important of all, after twenty-eight years of hosting such negotiations satisfactorily, any proposal to change the venue would probably be viewed by the
French as a major affront.
Yet some negotiations held in Paris are not called Paris Club negotiations,
and this is an example of French diplomatic skill. A number of debt-relief negotiations held in Paris between 1978 and 1984 were conducted -outside- the
Paris Club for political or procedural reasons—generally because the creditors were not insisting upon the usual conditions, as was the case with Poland,
which did not have an IMF standby, or because the debtor believed that a
Paris Club rescheduling would tarnish its creditworthiness, as was the case
with Mexico. In some of these cases, the negotiations were moved from the
customary location, the International Conference Center on the Avenue
Kleber. Nevertheless, they were chaired by a senior official from the French
Treasury and followed standard Paris Club procedures. Generically, therefore, all these agreements(and all those described in this essay except the one
with Pakistan in 1981) were Paris Club agreements.
In the final weeks before Paris Club negotiations begin, the creditors
undertake intensive preparations. They examine the debtor country's request for relief, review the information produced by the IMF relating to its
standby arrangement with the debtor country, and exchange information on
the status of their credits to the debtor country. All too often in the 1978-84
period, it turned out that the IMF did not have comprehensive and consistent
statistics on the debtor country's external debt when it negotiated the standby
arrangement. In a few cases, the standby arrangement would have been significantly different if the statistics had been available. This is an important
weakness in the Paris Club process that the creditors themselves can do little
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to correct. Only the IMF and the World Bank can achieve the desired breakthrough.
Normally, the World Bank has more information than the IMF on the external debt of a prospective Paris Club client. The reason is a matter of history. When the IMF was established, it did not envision playing a major role
in debt-relief negotiations. By contrast, when the World Bank was established it required its borrowers to report regularly and in detail on their external public-sector debt. A few years later, it began to provide technical assistance to borrowers for establishing debt-reporting systems and to examine
the borrowing strategies of borrowers during its periodic reviews of their development programs.
Unfortunately, when the number of debt problems mushroomed after
1976, the World Bank did not scale up its work in the debt area. And, because
the World Bank had such a headstart, the IMF hesitated to duplicate the effort. As a consequence, the Fund currently relies heavily on the World Bank
in the early stages ofa debt crisis, although the information available from the
World Bank tends to be a couple of years out of date. Through subsequent
stages of a debt crisis, the World Bank seems to struggle to keep up with the
Fund's information on debt without ever quite succeeding.
One logical solution to this problem would be to transfer the debt-statistics
function from the World Bank to the IMF, but such changes are much easier
to propose than bring about.
The Negotiations
Until the end of 1983, it was standard practice in the Paris Club to allow two
full days for a rescheduling negotiation. Subsequently, the number of countries requesting debt relief became so large that the negotiations were sometimes reduced to a single day. In fact, the record for speed—about one
hour—was set in October 1983 by Malawi, which had made a prior visit to the
Paris Club, had no new arrears to the creditors, had met the targets ofits IMF
standby arrangement, and was seeking the same terms as it had received before.
Regardless of the duration of a negotiation, there is a rhythm that seldom
varies from case to case. The delegations assemble in a conference room in
the International Conference Center on the Avenue Kleber. They sit behind
tables set in a rectangular pattern. The Chairman is at one end, with the
French delegation on his right (because it is providing secretariat support)
and the observers from the international organizations on his left. The debtorcountry delegation occupies the end opposite the Chairman, and the creditor
delegations are arrayed along the sides in alphabetical order.
Although all the negotiations from 1978 to 1984 were chaired by France, it
is possible to have another country host and chair the negotiations. For ex17

ample, the 1970 debt-relief negotiations with Ghana were held in London
and were chaired by the British. Generically, this was still a Paris Club negotiation. On a couple ofoccasions during this period there were proposals to
try an alternative location or chairman, but none was given serious consideration
In a typical case, the Chairman begins the negotiations by inviting the
debtor country to explain its request for relief. The debtor country is usually
represented by its finance minister, but prime ministers from Jamaica in July
1984 and July 1985 and Argentina in January 1985 led their delegations to the
Paris Club.
Next, the observers from international organizations are invited to make
comments, starting with the IMF and followed by the World Bank, the regional development bank concerned, and UNCTAD. Finally, the creditors
are given an opportunity to pose questions to the debtor-country delegation
and to the observers. Most creditor delegations are led by a finance-ministry
official at the level of an office director.
These preliminaries generally fill a morning session. After lunch, the creditors caucus without the debtor. They normally invite the IMF representative
to attend their caucus, since the Fund sends a staff member who is intimately
acquainted with the standby arrangement on which the rescheduling negotiations are based.
Discussions in the creditor caucus are sometimes more difficult and protracted than discussions with the debtor. The Chairman may open the caucus
by inviting general comments, but he will be anxious to begin a preliminary
-tour de table- on the main variables of a rescheduling package. As soon as
possible, an initial offer is assembled consisting of the hardest position on
each variable desired by any creditor, and the Chairman communicates this
offer informally to the debtor-country delegation.
Since the initial offer is normally less favorable to the debtor than the terms
requested, it is seldom accepted. Consequently, the caucus resumes with a
report by the Chairman on the debtor's reaction. At this point, the patterns
of negotiations begin to diverge. In some cases, the creditors easily agree on
a second offer that is accepted. In others, the creditors will work well into the
night to iron out their differences. Or the negotiations may adjourn for the
day to allow both creditor and debtor delegations to seek new instructions
from their capitals.
By lunchtime of the second day, it is usually possible to reach agreement
on a package of terms. During the lunch break, the secretariat prepares a
draft of the "Agreed Minute- containing the terms negotiated. The draft is
examined after lunch, there may be some haggling on small points, and then
final copies are produced in English and French, both versions being equally
valid.
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Rescheduling Terms
The biggest mysteries of the Paris Club process are hidden in the jargon associated with the terms of an Agreed Minute. Brief descriptions ofthe major
terms are provided below. The specifics, however, require one observation
by way of background. In some debt-relief agreements with commercial
banks, the entire stock of outstanding debt on a specified date has been rescheduled or restructured.4 Never in a Paris Club agreement. Instead, payments of principal and interest falling due in a specified time period are "consolidated- and rescheduled, and these come to represent a new layer offuture
payment obligations, on top ofthe layer already existing at the time ofthe negotiations. (There will soon be a third layer arising from credits signed after
the conclusion of the Paris Club agreement.) The basic reason why official
creditors do not reschedule the stock of debt is that it usually includes some
foreign-aid credits with payments due forty to fifty years in the future. By
contrast, the stock of bank debt being rescheduled rarely includes maturities
more than ten years in the future.
Eligible credits. Generally, medium-term (more than one-year original
maturity)credits extended by official agencies or guaranteed by them, to both
public-sector and private-sector borrowers in the debtor country, are rescheduled under Paris Club agreements. Short-term credits are excluded to
minimize the disruption of trade financing and to avoid administrative complications. Payments due under previous Paris Club agreements are also generally excluded.
Contract cutoff date. Payments due under credits signed after the specified cutoff date are not rescheduled. The cutoff date is usually six to twelve
months before the date the rescheduling agreement is signed, but creditors
have accepted cutoff dates as late as the last day before the consolidation pewith debt negoti4 It may be useful to define precisely some of the terms used in connection
ations. "Debt reorganization" and "debt renegotiation" are virtually synonymous and are the
broadest terms; they describe any change in the payments arrangements associated with an existing stock of debt, mutually agreed upon by the debtor and creditor. "Debt relief' is any deferral of arrears or of scheduled payments, or any interest-rate concession, granted by a creditor.
"Restructuring" is a form of debt reorganization that modifies the stream of amortization payments relating to the whole stock of debt, normally to extend the period of repayment. "Rescheduling" is a narrower form ofdebt reorganization in which a limited set of payments of principal and/or interest falling due in a specific interval are deferred, leaving intact the schedule for
the remaining payments. "Refinancing" is new borrowing primarily for the purpose of meeting
payments on existing debt. "Refunding" is new borrowing undertaken primarily to retire (prepay) existing debt, usually to take advantage of better terms or obtain a more favorable maturity
structure. Paris Club operations are strictly limited to rescheduling and refinancing. London
Club operations usually involve rescheduling but sometimes involve restructuring. Refunding is
not considered a form of debt relief, virtually never involves an official creditor, and is accomplished through new loans from individual lenders(or syndicates)rather than arrangements with
a whole class of creditors.
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nod. The creditors resist moving the cutoff date forward in successive rescheduling agreements with the same country.
Consolidation period. The most controversial variable in rescheduling
agreements in recent years is probably the consolidation period: the interval
during which payments falling due will be -consolidated- and rescheduled.
The strong preference of creditors is to limit the consolidation period to one
year coinciding with the debtor country's IMF standby arrangement. The
equally strong preference ofthe debtor is a multi-year consolidation period of
two to five years.
Including interest payments. Creditors would rather reschedule 100 percent of principal payments alone than 50 percent of principal and interest payments together, even if it means giving more relief measured in terms ofcurrent cash flow. Nevertheless, the creditors rescheduled both in most Paris
Club agreements of the 1978-84 period. This was easier than providing more
new aid to close the projected financing gap. Toward the end of the period,
concern over comparable treatment vis-à-vis banks led creditors to reschedule a smaller percentage ofinterest payments than principal payments in five
cases in 1983 and 1984.
Percent of payments consolidated. The deepest mystery of the Paris Club
is the distinction between -consolidated- and -nonconsolidated- debt. The
concept is simple enough. If a portion, 10 percent for example, of each payment falling due during the consolidation period must be paid on schedule,
this portion is nonconsolidated debt. The remaining 90 percent is consolidated and rescheduled. The confusion arises because in most Paris Club
agreements between 1978 and 1984 the 10 percent was also rescheduled, albeit over a shorter period of time. Furthermore, within the -nonconsolidated- portion, the debtor was required in most cases to pay a fraction on the
original due dates. Ordinarily, creditors will not agree to consolidate more
than 90 percent ofthe principal and interest payments falling due during the
consolidation period.
Repayment terms. Creditors are unlikely to balk if a debtor requests a
three-year grace period followed by a four-year period during which the consolidated debt is repaid in equal semiannual installments. However, in 197884, most grace periods were four or five years long and most repayment
periods were five years or more. Still, the only agreements in which the combined grace and repayment periods were more than twelve years were those
with Sudan in 1983 and 1984.
Moratorium interest. Among the major variables listed here, the only one
that remained constant throughout the 1978-84 period was having the interest rate on rescheduled debt, known as -moratorium interest- in the trade,
determined bilaterally. This practice is necessary because of the wide range
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of interest-rate structures among the creditor countries involved in the negotiations, and even among each country's creditor agencies.
De minimus creditors. To simplify implementation, minor creditors are exempted from providing relief The limit defining a minor creditor is normally
set at SDR 1 million of principal and interest payments falling due during the
consolidation period. The limit has been set lower for several small debtor
countries, for example, SDR 250,000 for Sierra Leone in 1984.
Boilerplate. The rescheduling terms take up about one page in the typical
four-page Agreed Minute. Another page is filled with the names ofall the participants and observers in the negotiation, a briefsummary ofthe basis ofthe
debtor's request for relief, and the creditors' response. The remainder of the
text is filled with boilerplate including a nondiscrimination clause, a comparable-treatment clause, a goodwill clause (creditors agree to consider a request for further reliefif warranted), and several clauses relating to exchange
ofinformation and relations with the IMF.
Implementation
Paris Club agreements are signed ad referendum by the heads of the delegations participating in the negotiations, who thereby agree to "recommend to
their respective governments" the terms set forth in the Agreed Minute., To
implement them formally, it is necessary to revise the payment obligations
contained in the loan contracts concerned. Therefore, a bilateral agreement
must be concluded between the debtor country and each creditor country.
For some countries, including the United States, a third step is required: a
rescheduling agreement must be concluded between the debtor country and
each lending agency in the creditor country.
There is considerable diversity among the 0-editors in their approaches to
implementation. Some are able to draft their bilateral agreement and present
it to the debtor for signature within a month of the Paris Club negotiation.
Others are notoriously slow. Some creditors send officials to the capital ofthe
debtor country to negotiate the bilateral agreement, and the debtor country
is able to obtain further concessions in these negotiations.
The most serious implementation problem in 1978-84 was the emergence
ofarrears on payments due under a preceding Paris Club agreement. In principle, before beginning a new round of negotiations not only must all bilateral
agreements be signed but all payments due with respect to previously rescheduled debt must be paid. In practice, in a number of cases the arrears
associated with this category of debt grew so large that it was not feasible for
the debtor country to eliminate them by cash payment. These discouraging
cases came to be known among creditors as "basket cases."
An interesting approach to these experiences emerged in 1983, motivated
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more by the creditors' desire to help these countries regain some semblance
of creditworthiness than by their own narrow financial interests. The debtor
country was asked to make monthly deposits into an account at the central
bank of a creditor country beginning immediately after the conclusion of the
Paris Club agreement. The sum of the deposits was calculated to be roughly
equivalent to the amounts due to the creditors during the coming year under
the just-concluded rescheduling agreement. As bilateral agreements were
concluded, the debtor country would withdraw funds in its special account to
meet obligations on the newly rescheduled debt. In this fashion, any financial
incentive for the debtor to delay concluding bilateral agreements would be
eliminated and there would be less likelihood that arrears on previously rescheduled debt would exist at the time of a subsequent rescheduling negotiation.
When first introduced in the Paris Club agreement with Zaire in 1983, it
was envisioned that this payment mechanism would be used only in rare
cases. It proved surprisingly popular, however, and was seen with some regularity in the agreements concluded during 1984. At the same time, in some
cases the debtor country failed to make the agreed-upon deposits. It remains
to be seen whether such offshore accounts turn out to be a fixture or a fad.
The Paris Club vs. the London Club: A Recapitulation
It may be helpful to pause here and summarize briefly the points ofsimilarity
and difference between the Paris Club and the London Club.
The two clubs are fundamentally similar in the sense that they are both ad
hoc groups of creditors without any formal mandate or rules of procedure.
The scope of the London Club is broader, however; it is able to negotiate on
new credits, whereas the Paris Club will negotiate only on credits already in
force.
Participation in the two clubs is different on the sill-face but not much different in practice. All commercial banks with exposure in the debtor country
must participate in the London Club agreement with that country, but they
are represented in the negotiations by a small number of the largest international banks. In Paris Club negotiations, all creditor governments may participate in principle, but the only ones that participate regularly are the major
creditor governments that belong to the OECD.
The three principles of Paris Club rescheduling can be found also in London Club rescheduling, but they are applied with considerably more flexibility. For example, banks are more likely to reschedule "pre-emptively- in order to provide the debtor country with maneuvering room before it runs out
of foreign exchange completely. They may also agree to reschedule without
an IMF arrangement, unlike the Paris Club. The principle the banks seem
most attracted to at the present time is burden sharing. In the early 1980s,
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the banks provided debt reliefto Jamaica without any relieffrom official creditors. By contrast, banks effectively forced Paris Club reschedulings on Chile
and Panama in 1985 even though relief may not have been justified on financial grounds. These cases seem to reflect a change in attitude on the part of
the banks more than differences in the circumstances of the debtors.
There is a major difference in Paris Club and London Club documentation.
In the former, a framework agreement is negotiated that will then be implemented through separate bilateral agreements with each creditor country. In
the latter, a legally binding instrument is negotiated. For this reason, London
Club negotiations tend to be drawn out over several months and involve significant costs charged to the debtor. By contrast, most Paris Club agreements
are concluded in two days at no cost to the debtor other than travel and lodging for its own delegation.
There are also some important differences in terms. As a rule, the London
Club never reschedules interest obligations, and it charges current market
interest rates on rescheduled debt. This is possible because all bank lending
is based on market rates so there is no inequity among banks when a single
spread over a base rate(such as LIBOR)is specified for the rescheduled loans.
The Paris Club, in most cases, does reschedule interest and preserves the
concessionality inherent in the loans being rescheduled. This means that the
average interest on the rescheduled credits ofa creditor which has given predominantly concessional credits will be much lower than the average interest
on the rescheduled credits of another creditor which extended exclusively
nonconcessional credits. Finally, the Paris Club strongly resists consolidation
periods longer than one year, while the London Club prefers agreements extending over two or three years when it is clear that several years of relief will
be required.
4 The Paris Club in North-South Politics

Debt did not emerge as a major North-South issue until the Fourth United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD IV) held in
Nairobi in 1976. During the next four years, as North-South negotiations
reached a crescendo and then began to fizzle out, debt was never at the very
top of the agenda of the developing-country bloc (the Group of 77, or G-77),
but it was continuously among the top three or four issues.
Concern about debt was obviously precipitated by the widespread balanceof-payments problems that flared up among developing countries following
the oil-price increases of 1973-74. There had been latent interest in generalized debt relieffor developing countries before UNCTAD IV, largely associated with the balance-of-payments difficulties of India and Pakistan in the
1960s-. At Nairobi in 1976 a new debt issue crystallized. The G-77 sought to
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replace the Paris Club approach to debt relief with a more formally institutionalized approach favoring their interests. The industrialized countries
were adamantly opposed to such a change, but they eventually supported
UNCTAD Resolution 94(IV), which called for an attempt to find a set of principles or "features" to govern debt-relief negotiations that would be acceptable to both creditors and debtors. Consequently, the UNCTAD secretariat
convened a series of meetings of debt experts to work on debt-relieffeatures.
Parallel discussions on debt took place in the inconclusive Conference on International Economic Cooperation(CIEC)in 1976-77.
Shortly thereafter, at a special meeting ofthe UNCTAD Trade and Development Board(TDB)in Geneva in March 1978, the spotlight returned to the
issue ofgeneralized debt relief. Pressure on the industrialized countries to do
something in the debt area had intensified, and they responded by accepting
a two-part resolution.
Part A of TDB Resolution 165(S-IX) responded to G-77 demands for generalized debt relief. The industrialized countries committed themselves to
"seek to adopt" certain measures for the benefit of a limited group of the
poorer developing countries. Specifically, they were to convert outstanding
aid loans to these countries to grants. This would have made their past practice consistent with their current practice ofextending new aid to the poorest
countries strictly in the form ofgrants. The euphemism for this procedure was
"retroactive terms adjustment," or simply RTA. Several qualifications were
included in the resolution to distinguish RTA from debt reliefor debt forgiveness.
The industrialized countries implemented RTA in quite different ways. At
one extreme, a few countries simply wrote off old debts and even extended
the practice to poor countries beyond those on the United Nations' list ofthe
least developed. Other countries provided additional amounts of fast-disbursing grant assistance to offset payments due on old loans, one year at a
time. The United States never implemented RTA, and this has remained a
lingering but minor issue in UNCTAD. Legislation was proposed by the
Carter Administration and was passed by the Senate, but it was rejected by
the House. Even though the cost of the proposed RTA was estimated to be
only about $15 million per year, the opponents argued that, at the margin,
scarce aid funds could better be used in other countries or for specific projects
that would yield tangible results.
Part B ofthe TDB Resolution carried the work on debt-relief"features- one
step forward. It identified four basic concepts to serve as the foundation for
further negotiations. A year later, in 1979, the most intensive round of negotiations took place at UNCTAD V in Manila. The G-77 arrived with the objective of establishing an.International Debt Commission, a new and permanent institution to replace both the Paris Club and the London Club. The
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industrialized countries were equally intent on preserving the existing ad hoc
procedures, and no compromise was possible.
Remarkably, a compromise of sorts was reached at a TDB meeting in
Geneva in October 1980. Another two-part resolution, TDB Resolution
222(XXI), was adopted. Part A did little more than reaffirm the earlier commitment by industrialized countries to grant RTA to the poorer developing
countries. Part B contained the endorsement by all UNCTAD members of
"Detailed Features for Future Operations Relating to the Debt Problems of
Interested Developing Countries." While the language contains a number of
ambiguities that the industrialized countries tried unsuccessfully to eliminate, it may be taken as a general endorsement of traditional Paris Club procedures. It can thus be regarded as testimony to the weakness ofthe G-77 by
1980. A more benign interpretation is that the pragmatists among the G-77
recognized that debt relief"on demand- would probably not solve debt problems but would almost certainly discourage new flows of loans and grants to
developing countries, and that the pragmatists were able to persuade their
bloc that the creditors were not prepared to abandon the Paris Club.
The industrialized countries made one significant concession to obtain
G-77 support for the Paris Club. They accepted a continuing interest by
UNCTAD in the debt-rescheduling process. This concession could come
back to haunt the creditors. It can be argued, however, that this concession
had already been granted in 1979, when an observer from the UNCTAD secretariat was invited for the first time to attend a Paris Club negotiation (with
Togo). The earlier concession essentially undercut the G-77 in the NorthSouth negotiations on debt. The French were especially keen to gain a G-77
endorsement of the Paris Club process and saw the presence of an UNCTAD
observer as a low-cost gesture. Other, less important gestures were made by
the Paris Club creditors in response to G-77 concerns in the 1978-84 period.
The site of the Paris Club negotiations was moved from the offices of the
French Treasury to the International Conference Center. In addition, the
French secretariat tried to make the Paris Club more friendly by means
of more frequent and more diplomatic contacts with potential debt-relief
applicants.
After 1980, debt faded temporarily from the scene as a North-South issue.
When it reemerged in 1983-84, the venue was not UNCTAD but various
Latin American groups: the Organization of American States, the Economic
Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, Sistema Economico
Latinoamericano, and most notably the informal Cartagena group. It is too
early to say how far these efforts will go, but it is fascinating to see how the
various regional groups within the G-77 have divided on the debt issue. The
Asian countries have adopted the position that was originally expressed most
forcefully by the Latin American group in the 1976-80 North-South negotia25

tions. Debt relief is a concern limited to "interested" developing countries,
and the Asian countries are not interested. The Latin Americans are now
preoccupied with the carrying costs of their rescheduling agreements with
commercial banks. The Africans have replaced Pakistan and India as the chief
advocates of debt forgiveness. By the fall of 1985, the pressures on creditors
to respond to the evolving economic and political situation in debtor countries led to proposals by the United States to modify the three-year-old strategy for addressing the debt problems ofthese countries. These modifications
are discussed briefly in section 6.

5 Challenges to the Paris Club

Two challenges face the Paris Club today. The first is that a number of debtor
countries appear to be caught in a form of"debt trap" that brings them back
to the Paris Club year after year. The second is that a few debtor countries
have tried to impose unilateral debt-rescheduling arrangements upon official
creditor agencies that have made loans to their private-sector borrowers.
Serial Rescheduling
In an earlier section of this essay, conditionality was cited as the major determinant of success or failure for a Paris Club rescheduling. There is, ofcourse,
a simple-minded standard ofsuccess. Ifa country comes to the Paris Club once
and never needs debt relief again, this is clearly a success. The Paris Club
rescheduling may be only one of a number of elements that contribute to
reestablishing the country's creditworthiness, but it is bound to be an important and necessary element.
Now look at the record. Ofthe 29 countries that received debt reliefin the
Paris Club from 1978 to 1984, only 2(Gabon and Mexico)came once and are
not expected to return.5 By the simple-minded standard, then, 27 ofthese 29
cases were failures. But this standard is unfair, for two reasons.
First, the practice of the Paris Club creditors is to grant relief only in respect of payments falling due during a single twelve-month period. Even
when a longer period of relief appears necessary and justifiable from the outset, the creditors insist that a follow-up arrangement be negotiated later. Not
only is it difficult to forecast balance-of-payments developments more than a
year ahead, but the Paris Club creditors want to strengthen the incentives for
effective implementation of its adjustment program by keeping the debtor
country on a "short leash." Among the countries that came to the Paris CJub
between 1978 and 1984, three came back during this period but appeared to
5 The Appendix provides a complete listing of the
Paris Club agreements concluded in this
period, showing the amounts involved and the general terms.
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have overcome their debt problems by the end of the period: Malawi,
Romania, and Turkey. These should also be considered successes.
The second reason for seeking a better measure of success is that every rescheduling agreement is premised on a number of assumptions and estimates, and these can be wrong. In the 1978-84 period, serious mistakes were
made in estimating (a) the amount of debt owed by the debtor country and
the associated debt-service obligations, and (b)the prices of the debtors' major exports, for example, copper.
In the rush to prevent debt problems from damaging an economy, debtrelief arrangements are occasionally negotiated before a full inventory of external debt has been completed. In some cases, new governments have no
record of certain obligations; in other cases, the records have been scattered
among different ministries and are inaccurate. Follow-up rescheduling operations that arise from problems of this sort cannot be taken as proof that the
Paris Club process has failed. The same must be said about changing export
(or import) prices; the changes are generally beyond the control ofthe debtor
country or its creditors. However, no case in the 1978-84 period clearly belongs to this additional class of cases that cannot be considered failures.
Is it necessary to conclude, then, that the remaining twenty-four countries
represent Paris Club failures? The global economic environment was very
difficult for debtor countries during the 1978-84 period. It is possible that the
environment in the second half of the 1980s will quickly become more favorable. If so, many of these countries will not need further debt relief and in
retrospect will be considered Paris Club successes.
Creditor-country rescheduling experts are strongly inclined to point the
finger at poor economic policies in the debtor countries as the main reason for
the small number of"successes" in the 1978-84 period. Specifically, in at least
half of the twenty-four remaining cases, the debt relief granted by the Paris
Club creditors went to waste because debtor countries failed to follow
through with policy reforms they had promised to undertake in conjunction
with their IMF standby arrangements. When exchange rates remained overvalued, government budget deficits increased as a percentage of GNP, and
domestic agricultural production was discouraged by price controls, obviously countries in the midst of debt crises were not going to strengthen
their balance-of-payments positions and end up with enough foreign exchange to meet the claims of their external creditors. With better policy performance in the initial stages of their debt crises, countries like the Ivory
Coast, Senegal, Costa Rica, and Ecuador might well have "graduated" from
the Paris Club by the end of 1984. From the same point of view, even with
the most favorable imaginable global economic situation, debtor countries
with inappropriate policies would not have recovered their creditworthiness.
The Paris Club negotiators from the major creditor countries are, however,
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especially concerned about a group ofcountries that seem caught in a pattern
of"serial rescheduling.- From the beginning of 1978 through October 1985,
Togo made five trips to the Paris Club, and Liberia, Madagascar, Senegal,
Sudan, and Zaire each made four trips. Zaire holds the record for the longest
period of continuous debt relief—almost ten years—including three separate
Paris Club agreements negotiated in 1976 and 1977. Outside of sub-Sahara
Africa, Cuba made its third trip in mid-1985, and the debt situations of
Morocco, Jamaica, and Peru seem far from being stabilized. Is it possible that
the Paris Club approach has contributed to these prolonged problems?
To open the debate, it is worth noting that a mathematical imperative operates in a debt crisis. Debt-service obligations are not reduced when they
are rescheduled: they are increased, because interest is charged on the debt
being rescheduled. Consequently, there is a snowball effect when a country
returns in successive years for more debt relief and each new agreement covers principal and interest payments due on previously rescheduled debt.
(Since most Paris Club reschedulings have an element of concessionality,
there is no increase in the present value of the obligations when discounted
at market rates ofinterest.)
Sudan offers the most dramatic illustration of snowballing debt. The debtrelief terms granted to Sudan by the Paris Club creditors in 1979 were quite
ordinary. In 1982, Sudan came back for an additional eighteen months of relief. To provide sufficient relief on that occasion, the creditors rescheduled
loans extended after the initial rescheduling(contrary to normal practice), increased to 90 the percentage of payments rescheduled, and made the grace
period five years long. When Sudan came back for more reliefin 1983, recent
loans were again included, previously rescheduled debt was included, the
percentage rescheduled was raised to 100, and a sixteen-year repayment period was granted, including six years of grace. The creditors also took the unprecedented step of capitalizing into the rescheduled debt one-half of the interest due in 1983 on the amount previously rescheduled. By this time,
payments on rescheduled debt were considerably larger than the unrescheduled payments falling due during the consolidation period.
In the rescheduling for 1983, roughly $540 million in arrears and payments
falling due in 1983 was deferred, while the interest payable on the deferred
amount during 1983 was reduced to only $20 million. Essentially the same
terms were extended for 1984. Nevertheless, at the beginning of 1985, Sudan
appeared to have less hard currency available for debt service than it had in
1984. To top it off, Sudan's arrears to the IMF exceeded $100 million, and the
IMF was unwilling to conclude a new standby arrangement until these were
eliminated.
In 1970, faced with a somewhat similar situation in Indonesia, the Paris
Club creditors had agreed to a remarkable package of terms designed by a
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German banker, Dr. Hermann Abs, who had been recruited by the creditors
to find an innovative solution to Indonesia's debt problem. Indonesia was allowed to work off its rescheduled debt over thirty years, and no interest was
charged on the unpaid balance. This eliminated the snowball effect, although
the oil-price increases that began in 1973-74 and good economic management
probably had more to do with the restoration ofIndonesia's creditworthiness.
A French banker was recruited to offer suggestions for the Sudan rescheduling of 1983, but he met with much less success, for three reasons. First and
most important, Sudan was unable to implement policy reforms that would
justify an exceptional effort by the creditors of the sort made for Indonesia.
On the contrary, measures such as the introduction of Islamic law strengthened antigovernment forces in southern Sudan, and caused work to be
stopped on an oil pipeline that the creditors were hoping would be Sudan's
financial salvation. These measures contributed to the coup d'etat in 1985.
Second, commercial banks were not significant creditors of Indonesia,
but they were large creditors of Sudan. The banks could not contemplate
Indonesia-style terms, and the official creditors were bound by the principle
ofcomparable treatment to offer terms roughly similar to those offered by the
banks. Third, there were only two Paris Club negotiations in 1970, when
Indonesia came to the Paris Club. By contrast, more than twenty other countries were lined up at the door of the Paris Club when the time came to consider Sudan's case. If the creditors offered exceptionally generous terms to
Sudan, it would be politically awkward for them to deny similar terms to
many of these applicants, even if they did not need such treatment.
It is tempting to conclude from the Sudanese case that the Paris Club approach made Sudan's debt problem worse, but what alternative would have
been better? Official creditors can be extremely flexible in setting Paris Club
terms when the circumstances justify it. Attempts to be more generous tend
to backfire, because the creditors simply make offsetting reductions in new
financing or the debtors use the extra maneuvering room to delay inevitable
policy reforms. If there is a hidden flaw in the creditors' treatment of Sudan,
it is that they continued to extend new loans to Sudan after the first rescheduling. (The commercial banks, by contrast, stopped lending cold.) Most of
these new loans were on highly concessional terms, but a significant number
were on commercial or near-commercial terms, including some for purchases
of military hardware that contributed nothing to the ability of the Sudanese
economy to service foreign debt.
Ifthese loans had been grants instead, Sudan's debt problem in 1985 would
have been considerably more manageable. From a theoretical perspective,
there are strong arguments for providing external financing strictly in the
form of grants when a country seeking debt relief appears to have a chronic
balance-of-payments problem. In practice, however, most governments have
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to operate with programs that are limited by law to the use of loans. In the
case of the United States, for example, the Export-Import Bank is unable to
provide grant financing. In addition, until fiscal year 1985 very little grant financing was available for U.S. military sales. Political realities occasionally
overwhelm financial prudence and lock creditors and debtors together in a
vicious cycle.
Before concluding that political constraints are a critical problem for creditors, however, it is instructive to look at Turkey, the biggest success among
the Paris Club's clients in the 1978-84 period. In 1979, Turkey's debt problem
was viewed by creditors as comparable in severity to those of Sudan and
Zaire. They were impressed, however, by the policy reforms undertaken by
a new Turkish government at the beginning of 1980, and they bent their rules
to offer Turkey a three-year debt-relief package that included relief on previously rescheduled debt during the first year. In addition, they provided a
$1.2 billion package of new fast-disbursing loan and grant aid.
The recovery of the Turkish economy exceeded the expectations of the
most sanguine observers, and Turkey did not seek further relief at the end of
its 1980-83 consolidation period. Its debt burden at the beginning of1985 appeared large but manageable. While Turkey benefited unexpectedly from the
Iran-Iraq conflict, declining oil prices, and other exogenous factors, Turkey's
success is clearly and primarily attributable to its policy reforms and the vigor
with which they were implemented. Debt relief received in the Paris and
London Clubs was an essential but strictly secondary factor.
The case of Zaire, by contrast, illustrates the cyclical element in the problem of serial rescheduling that looms so large at this juncture. Zaire is the
Paris Club's steadiest client. To the surprise of most creditors, Zaire made all
the monthly payments into its offshore account required in 1984, and it entered 1985 with a stronger than anticipated balance-of-payments position.
Persistence in implementing policy reforms, after years of saying one thing
and doing another, accounted for much of this success, but rising copper
prices were probably more important in financial terms. If the current trend
continues, foreign donors, creditors, and investors will presumably provide
increased financing to Zaire, and capital flight will be reversed. Think of the
mood of optimism that will exist and the financial benefits it will bring when
Zaire announces that further debt relief is not needed!
A more complex factor in serial rescheduling is the role of the IMF. Paris
Club creditors have mixed feelings about extensions of Fund credit to countries with chronic debt problems. Obviously, financing provided by the IMF
reduces the amount ofdebt reliefor new aid that official creditors have to provide. But IMF financing is relatively "hard" and debt service to the IMF is
exempt by tradition from rescheduling. Consequently, continuing deterioration in a debtor's balance-of-payments situation after an initial rescheduling
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has the effect ofshifting to the IMF a progressively larger share ofthe debtor's
foreign-exchange receipts. If payments difficulties continue, arrears to the
IMF may start building up quickly. This happened in Sudan and several other
countries. These arrears to the Fund will have to be paid off before these
countries can conclude new standby arrangements, which will then allow
them to get more debt relief Friendly donor governments are the most likely
source offoreign exchange to eliminate arrears to the IMF.
One way to avoid this kind of trap is for the IMF to negotiate a standby arrangement with the debtor country that involves only a token amount ofIMF
financing and therefore modest repayment obligations to the Fund. The
drawback to this solution is that debtor governments generally are unwilling
to undertake reforms unless the IMF provides them with a large amount of
financing. Here is another example of political realities interfering with financial rationality.
In October 1985, the U.S. government proposed a new approach that was
clearly designed with an eye on low-income countries caught in a pattern of
serial rescheduling. The approach involved the use ofrepayments to the IMF
Trust Fund, as well as other multilateral and bilateral resources, to support
comprehensive economic reform programs in the poorest developing countries (see section 6).
Unilateral Rescheduling
After the problem of serial rescheduling, the most difficult problem facing
Paris Club creditors at the end of 1984 was the attempt by several debtor
countries to introduce schemes to reschedule the obligations of their privatesector borrowers to official agencies without negotiations in the Paris Club—
that is, unilaterally. The problem is so complicated that it can best be described by walking through a specific case. The Mexican case is an especially
good example because it is the only case in Paris Club history in which the
rescheduled debt was exclusively private-sector debt.
After reaching broad agreement with commercial banks in 1982 on rescheduling their credits to Mexican borrowers, both public and private, the
government of Mexico concluded that it would not need to reschedule official
and officially guaranteed credits if official export-credit agencies did not withdraw cover for new business. But Mexico made a major miscalculation that
became apparent only in the final stages ofits negotiations with the IMF and
the London Club. The government had assumed that all private-sector debts
could be rescheduled in the same fashion, whether the creditor was private
or official. A complicated scheme had been established, based on a trust fund
known as FICORCA, to reschedule private-sector obligations. The Mexican
government sold forward foreign exchange through FICORCA to privatesector borrowers so that they would be able to meet their future debt-service
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obligations, and it offered more favorable peso/dollar exchange rates to those
borrowers who were able to obtain longer repayment terms from their foreign
creditors. Since many of these borrowers were illiquid at the current exchange rate, moreover, the government offered them local-currency loans to
purchase forward exchange through FICORCA.
The scheme ran afoul ofthe creditor governments. They had agreed to continue providing export credits to Mexico on the understanding that their
credits would not be rescheduled—including some $2-$3 billion of credits to
private-sector borrowers. They were not at all pleased to learn that Mexico
intended to include these credits in its FICORCA scheme, which they
viewed as a unilateral arrangement. They insisted that Mexico negotiate a
proper rescheduling arrangement for these credits in the Paris Club.
The negotiations were protracted and unusually contentious. The Mexican
government would not agree to take the credits concerned out of the
FICORCA scheme and reschedule them in the normal fashion. For their
part, the creditors were bullheaded in trying to impose on the Mexican government a substantial responsibility for the "commercial risk" associated with
these credits.
The concept of commercial risk is central to the problem of rescheduling
private-sector debt. When a foreign creditor makes a loan to a private-sector
borrower without a guarantee from the borrowing country's government, the
creditor bears all the commercial risk. If the borrower does not have enough
local currency to buy foreign exchange from the authorities at the rate specified for foreign debt-service payments, its creditors can seek a bankruptcy
judgment against it in the local courts and obtain whatever satisfaction local
laws allow. But the creditors have no claim on the government ofthe borrower's country. By contrast, if the borrower deposits the requisite amount oflocal currency with the authorities, but the government does not have enough
foreign exchange to meet all of its debtors' obligations, creditors do have a
claim on the government.
In practice, however, it is seldom so neat and tidy. For example, Mexican
private-sector borrowers were able to buy a dollar for 26 pesos at the beginning of February 1982, but they had to pay 49 pesos in August and 95 pesos
by the end of December. At 26 pesos to the dollar, most borrowers had no
difficulty meeting their obligations to foreign creditors; at 95 to the dollar,
many borrowers were insolvent.
The Mexican government could have turned its back on these borrowers
and left their foreign creditors with no recourse but to initiate bankruptcy
proceedings in the Mexican courts. Realizing that this "shock treatment"
would damage its economy as well as alienate foreign creditors, the government devised the FICORCA scheme to spread out the shock over six to eight
years. But then it tried to have its cake and eat it too. The Mexican govern32

ment argued in the Paris Club that if a borrower defaultedfor any reason on
the loan it had taken from the Mexican government in order to buy forward
foreign exchange, the Mexican government would have no obligation to make
the corresponding foreign-exchange payments to the borrower's foreign creditors. In the eyes ofthe Paris Club creditors, this position smacked ofbad faith
because it looked like a cheap way to save foreign exchange. The Mexican
government would only have had to lose a few checks or suggest that a borrower stop repaying its peso loans from the government.
In the Paris Club negotiations of June 1983, a device was found to paper
over the differences and permit an agreement to be signed. But it proved to
be unworkable when examined closely, and another six months of tough negotiating were required before the first bilateral agreement could be signed.
The experience soured the Mexicans on the Paris Club to such an extent that
they decided not to seek the second year of relief that the creditors were prepared in principle to offer. Needless to say, the creditors were delighted by
the Mexican decision.
Before the Mexican case was resolved, the Paris Club creditors found
themselves facing similar problems with Nigeria and Venezuela. When these
countries began to experience balance-of-payments difficulties, their governments stopped making foreign exchange available for debt-service payments
by private-sector borrowers but continued to meet their public-sector obligations. The governments never thought to distinguish between obligations
to official creditors and those to private creditors, and they proceeded to establish facilities that would assist private-sector borrowers to defer their payments to foreign creditors.
The schemes were variations on the Mexican approach. The government of
Nigeria issued bonds redeemable in the future in foreign currency against the
deposit of local currency. The government of Venezuela simply issued a regulation to the effect that private-sector borrowers able to get their foreign
creditors to reschedule overdue principal payments over seven years would
be eligible to buy foreign exchange for their obligations to these creditors at
a preferential rate. These are only two of many possible variations on the basic
scheme offorcing borrowers to reschedule their foreign debt through special
exchange-rate or deferred-payment arrangements. The rates of conversion
can be varied according to the purpose ofthe borrowing(a less favorable rate
for luxury goods than for capital equipment) or the length of time the hardcurrency payment will be deferred. Interest payments can be converted at
one rate and principal payments at another. The bonds issued can earn interest at floating-market rates or less attractive ones. Obviously, schemes of this
kind can be administrative nightmares—especially when the government insists on verifying each application and rejects some for minor administrative
violations.
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In the Nigerian and Venezuelan cases, the Paris Club creditors slowly became aware that arrears were accumulating, and their export-credit agencies
made inquiries to determine the cause. When they learned the arrears were
not due to commercial failure, they made representations to the governments. Eventually, the problems surfaced in one of the informal -tours
d'horizon" within the creditor caucus that is held before, during, or after most
Paris Club negotiating sessions.
Following a well-established procedure, the creditors agreed that the
Chairman of the Paris Club should send messages to Nigeria and Venezuela
conveying the concerns of the creditors and urging the governments to make
foreign exchange available for debt service as quickly as possible. These messages were repeated or elaborated upon when they met with silence or an unsatisfactory response. But they did not have the desired effect of eliminating
the arrears.
The Nigerian and Venezuelan cases differed from the Mexican in two other
respects. First, neither country intended to conclude a standby arrangement
with the IMF. This placed the creditors in an awkward situation. If they negotiated rescheduling agreements, they would have to ignore the principle of
conditionality. If, instead, they simply accepted the unilaterally imposed deferment schemes, they might be encouraging unilateral rescheduling by
other debtor countries. Second, neither country met all the criteria for being
in a position ofimminent default. Venezuela, in particular, had accumulated
foreign-exchange reserves substantially larger than its arrears.
These cases warrant an extended discussion because they reflect an aspect
of the rescheduling process that is likely to become more important in the
years ahead. At present, the majority of Paris Club clients are countries with
weak private sectors that do relatively little foreign borrowing. If current
trends continue, however, private-sector debt will grow relative to publicsector debt, and future Paris Club clients are more likely to have a substantial
amount of private-sector debt.
The worst solution to the problem would be to insist that all official and officially guaranteed credits to private-sector borrowers be guaranteed by the
government ofthe borrowing country. This would tend to misallocate investment and would relieve official creditor agencies of the commercial risk that
they properly should bear. It might be better for the export-credit agencies,
which account for the vast bulk of official credits to private-sector borrowers,
to negotiate umbrella agreements with the governments ofcountries in which
private-sector borrowing is becoming large. These agreements might include
commitments by the debtor governments to differentiate between official and
private credits if they find themselves unable to provide foreign exchange to
meet all the external obligations of the private sector. In return, the exportcredit agencies might agree to accept deferred-payment bonds with certain
characteristics(maximum term offour years, no discrimination among credi34

tors, exchange rates no worse than for public-sector borrowers, no differentiation by purpose of the credit) in lieu of a formal multilateral rescheduling.
6 The Five-Point Debt Strategy
The debt problems of developing countries did not become a matter of global
concern until August 1982, when Mexico announced that it would no longer
be able to pay its external creditors on schedule. But the Mexican announcement was not a complete surprise. The Zaire reschedulings of 1976-77 were a
first warning that commercial-bank debt was vulnerable. The Turkish reschedulings of 1978-80 were massive in relation to all previous experience
and involved virtually all the complexities oflater cases. The Polish rescheduling in 1981 taught all creditors to re-examine the assumptions that underlay
their assessments of the risk associated with sovereign lending.
Anxieties peaked in late 1982 and early 1983, however, when Mexico's difficulties spilled over to Brazil and the dispute over the Falkland Islands interrupted loan payments from Argentina. At this point, three of the world's five
largest debtors were on the critical list, and their creditors around the world
were having palpitations. There were intense political pressures for governments to act in a visible manner. Problems ofthis magnitude could not be left
in the hands of the Paris Club technicians!
A multitude ofschemes and approaches were proposed from every quarter,
but the strategy selected in the end was one that was thoroughly grounded in
a generation of Paris Club experience. The strategy was first articulated by
the U.S. government at the end of 1982 and was subsequently endorsed during 1983 in major economic forums, including the Williamsburg Summit, the
Ministerial meeting of the OECD, and the IMF Interim Committee. It consisted offive elements:
• Effective economic-adjustment measures by the debtor countries in difficulty
• A central role for the IMF in supporting these adjustment measures
• Additional commercial-bank lending to countries pursuing sound adjustment programs
•"Bridge financing"from creditor-country governments and central banks
in selected cases
• Stable, noninflationary growth in the industrial countries without any
new barriers to imports from debtor countries.
The first three elements echoed the Paris Club principles of conditionality
and burden sharing. The last two were in no way inconsistent with Paris Club
practices. Consequently, the experts who represented creditor countries in
the Paris Club took comfort in the strategy and proceeded with their business
without a break in stride.
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After a year of applying the strategy, however, critics from the debtorcountry perspective complained that the strategy was nothing more than the
classic case-by-case approach. On the other side, commercial banks complained that governments were not doing enough to solve debt problems.
Specifically, while banks were prepared to conclude multi-year rescheduling
agreements, governments were reluctant.
Neither criticism was well founded. Considerable adaptibility was demonstrated in the reschedulings with Sudan and Mexico in 1983. More could
have been demonstrated had circumstances warranted it. In addition, while
new official financing was excluded for reasons of principle from Paris Club
arrangements, official export-credit agencies were stepping in to provide financing to those countries of greatest concern to the banks. Furthermore, official creditors were rescheduling interest payments, which was financially
equivalent to the"new lending" provided by banks. And the banks had a narrow self-interested reason for preferring multi-year arrangements—their negotiations are quite costly and time-consuming.
Eventually, political pressures prevailed over expert opinion and the debt
strategy was amended in 1984, at the London Summit, to include the multiyear rescheduling option. But the lessons learned in the extended reschedulings of 1978-81 were not forgotten: the new option was. heavily qualified.
Multi-year rescheduling agreements would be offered only to countries that
had demonstrated success in their adjustment efforts and were not expected
to need further debt relief at the end of the multi-year rescheduling period.
In short, multi-year agreements would not be offered to countries that were
locked in a pattern of serial rescheduling.
Even with a mandate from the seven Summit powers, it was not until the
rescheduling arrangement with Ecuador, on the eve of the 1985 Summit in
Bonn, that the Paris Club negotiated a multi-year agreement. In the process,
a new form of Paris Club conditionality was developed. Commercial banks,
in their negotiations with Mexico in 1984, had agreed to grant debt relief on
a multi-year basis without conditioning the relief on the usual borrowing arrangement with the IMF. With strong support from governments in the major creditor countries, the IMF developed the concept of-enhanced surveillance" to provide some assurance to the banks that Mexico would continue to
follow sound policies. In 1985, the banks concluded similar debt-relief agreements with Venezuela and Ecuador. In designing their multi-year rescheduling agreement with Ecuador, the Paris Club creditors adopted a form ofenhanced surveillance. Relief in the first two years was linked to an IMF
standby arrangement in the usual manner. The third year of relief permitted,
at the discretion of creditors, enhanced surveillance by the IMF as an alternative to a follow-on standby. The enhanced surveillance, however, was a
more specific and quantitative form than that used by the commercial banks
in their arrangements with Mexico, Venezuela, and Ecuador. In all likeli36

hood, this so-called -enhanced surveillance" by the IMF will be a more significant innovation than the multi-year feature itself
Later in 1985, a more dramatic elaboration of the debt strategy was unveiled by U.S. Treasury Secretary James Baker at the annual meetings ofthe
IMF and World Bank in Seoul, Korea. He proposed a -Program for Sustained
Growth"for fifteen major debtor countries that have had recourse to debt relief or involuntary lending arrangements with their commercial-bank creditors. The program included three elements: (a) adoption by these debtor
countries of comprehensive growth-oriented structural-reform programs;
(b) net new commercial-bank lending amounting to $20 billion over the period 1986-88; and (c) expanded policy-linked lending by multilateral development banks amounting to $27 billion over the same period.
For low-income countries with protracted debt problems, especially those
in Africa, Secretary Baker proposed a more intensive form of collaboration
between the IMF and the World Bank. Well-conceived adjustment programs
would be supported by means ofhighly concessional loans funded by the $2.7
billion of reflows to the IMF Trust Fund anticipated during the 1986-91 period and an equivalent amount of World Bank resources.
The motives behind these improvements in the five-point debt strategy
should not be difficult to discern. The initiative on behalfofthe major debtors
reflected concern that debtor-country adjustment efforts to date had focused
primarily on ameliorating external financial constraints without adequately
addressing the fundamental structural reforms needed to achieve sustained
economic growth. It also reflected concern that well-conceived reforms
would not lead to sufficient growth unless commercial banks provided additional net financing. The initiative on behalf of low-income debtors was designed to deal with their problems in a comprehensive manner that would result in consistent policy advice from the IMF and the World Bank and in
additional external financing. Such an approach was considered necessary to
prevent the problem of serial rescheduling (compounded by arrears to the
IMF)from spreading.
Both efforts were designed to take the initiative at a time when the major
creditor countries saw no real likelihood that the debt problems ofdeveloping
countries would be eliminated through rapid economic growth in those countries, better access for their exports, or higher levels of official financing or
direct investment. Without abandoning the case-by-case approach to debt
problems or recognition ofthe importance of debtor-country adjustment, the
time had come to give greater emphasis to developing-country growth.
The proposals were received positively by the financial community in general, although bankers and debtor countries predictably expressed various
reservations about how the proposals woud be implemented. Nevertheless,
the odds are high that both proposals will be implemented, because the alternatives are distinctly less attractive and feasible.
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Further -elaborations- on the debt strategy will undoubtedly be adopted if
debt-servicing pressures on the debtor countries intensify. Better yet, if the
pressures lessen, the debt strategy will fade into oblivion. By contrast, the
Paris Club is here to stay. Even with the best imaginable global economic environment, an occasional country will have a streak of bad luck or bad management and require debt relief. Rescheduling in the Paris Club (and the
London Club)is an approach to these problems that fits comfortably into the
existing international financial and monetary systems. It will endure for as
long as those systems themselves.
*****
In conclusion, the Paris Club has played a major role in managing the debt
problems that shook the international financial system in the early 1980s. I
have devoted more words in this essay to the weaknesses of the Paris Club
than to its strengths, but only because the weaknesses are more interesting.
From a creditor country's perspective, the strengths unquestionably overwhelm the weaknesses. If the Paris Club had not existed earlier, it would
have been invented in the 1980s, probably in very much the same form. Having established a respectable track record, it provided a model for commercial
banks when they had to develop standard rescheduling procedures. The Paris
Club also provided a set of principles and fresh experience that were reassuring in the darkest days of1982 and 1983 and that became the basis ofthe strategy adopted for shepherding creditors and debtors through their difficulties.
The proven adaptability of the Paris Club makes it likely that current problems, such as unilateral rescheduling, will be solved in due course.
From a debtor country's perspective, the record may be more ambiguous.
Time will tell, but I suspect that the Paris Club will survive for many years to
come and that more of today's debtors, such as Mexico and Brazil, will find
themselves on the creditor side ofthe table. Furthermore, sound policies and
a favorable global environment may reduce the problem of serial rescheduling to a couple of cases a year. Alternatively, if debtors find it progressively
harder to escape the snowball effect ofrepeated reschedulings, the Paris Club
should be able to find solutions that minimize the adverse consequences for
more creditworthy countries but also offer hope for countries caught in the
trap.
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APPENDIX
PARIS CLUB AGREEMENTS, 1978-1984

Repayment of
Consolidated
Debt°

Percent
Consolidated

First

Last

Paris
Club

1979

1987

$

Country

Agreed
Minute
Signed

Gabon

06/20/78

80

Turkey

05/20/78 05/21/7806/30/79

80

06/30/81 12/31/85

Peru

11/03/78 01/01/7912/31/79
and 01/01/8012/31/80

90

01/01/82 06/30/86

90

01/01/83 06/30/86 J

06/15/79 04/06/7903/31/80
and 04/01/8012/31/80

80

12/31/82 06/30/88

80

12/31/83 06/30/89

Turkey

07/5/79 07/01/7906/30/80

85

07/01/83 01/01/88

Sudan

11/13/79 10/01/7906/30/80
and 07/01/8006/30/81

85

06/30/83 12/31/89)

85

06/30/84 12/31/90

12/11/79 07/01/7906/30/80
and 07/01/8012/31/80

90

06/30/84 12/31/89 1

90

06/30/84 12/31/89

02/08/80 07/01/7910/31/80
and 11/01/8012/31/81

90

12/31/84 06/30/90 }

90

12/31/85 06/30/91

07/23/80 07/01/8006/30/81
and 07/01/8106/30/82
and 07/01/8206/30/83

90

01/01/86 07/01/90

90

01/01/87 07/01/91

90

01/01/88 07/01/92

Togo

Zaire

Sierra
Leone

Turkey

Consolidation
Period

Amount of
Rescheduled
Debts'
(millions of$)

60

1,200

580

Remarkse

$ 0 ar
190 ar,st,nc

105
p,imf

ar
220

2
imf

850

165 nc

ar
480

20
imf

1,200

cc,ar,nc
450 st
imf

ar,nc
20

39

U.S .

0
nc,imf

3,000

cc,ar,nc
st,pr
720 nc,imf
nc,imf

PARIS CLUB AGREEMENTS, 1978-1984(cont.)

Country

Agreed
Minute
Signed

Consolidation
Period

Percent
Consolidated

Repayment of
Consolidated
De
Debt"
First

Last

Liberia

12/19/80 07/01/8012/31/81

90

03/31/85 09/30/89

Togo

02/20/81 01/01/8112/31/81
and 01/01/8212/31/82

85

12/31/85 06/30/90

85

12/31/86 06/30/91 1

Amount of
Rescheduled
Debtb
(millions of$)
Paris
Club

U.S.

$

$ 10 nc

20

230

04/27/81 05/01/8112/31/81

90

01/01/86 07/01/89

2,900

Madagascar

04/30/81 01/01/8106/30/82

85

03/31/86 09/30/90

300

Cent. Afr.
Republic

06/12/81 01/01/8112/31/81

85

12/31/85 06/30/90

50

Zaire

07/09/81 01/01/8112/31/81
and 01/01/8212/31/82

90

12/31/85 06/30/91 1

380 ar

0 ar,st,nc

10 ar

nc
610

12/31/86 06/30/92 J

2 cc,nc
imf

Poland

90

Remarks'

145
nc,imf

Senegal

10/13/81 07/01/8106/30/82

85

06/30/86 12/31/90

70

5 nc

Uganda

11/18/81 07/01/8106/30/82

90

12/31/86 06/30/91

50

5 ar,nc

Liberia

12/16/81 01/01/8209/30/82
and 10/01/8206/30/83

90

11/15/86 05/15/91

nc
25

90

08/15/87 02/15/92

10
nc,imf

Sudan

03/18/82 07/01/8112/31/82

90

07/01/87 07/01/92

120

45 cc,ar
nc

Madagascar

07/13/82 07/01/8206/30/83

85

03/31/87 09/30/91

110

0 cc,ar
st,nc

Romania

07/28/82 01/01/8212/31/82

80

12/31/85 12/31/88

400

50 ar

Malawi

09/22/82 07/01/8206/30/83

85

01/01/87 07/01/91

25

1 nc

PARIS CLUB AGREEMENTS, 1978-1984(cont.)

Country

Agreed
Minute
Signed

Consolidation
Period

Percent
Consolidated

Repayment of
Consolidated
De
Debt'
First

Last

Amount of
Rescheduled
Debt'
(millions of$)
Paris
Club

U.S .

$

70

$ 3 nc

1 nc

Remarks'

Senegal

11/29/82 07/01/8206/30/83

85

09/30/87 03/31/92

Uganda

12/01/82 07/01/8206/30/83

90

12/31/87 06/30/92

20

Costa
Rica

01/11/83 07/01/8212/31/83

85

09/30/87 03/31/92

110

25 ar,nc

Sudan

02/04/83 01/01/8312/31/83

100

07/01/89 01/01/99

540

45 cc,ar,st
pr,mi

Cuba

03/01/83 09/01/8212/31/83

95

07/01/86 01/01/91

410

0 p,nc

Togo

04/12/83 01/01/8312/31/83

90

12/31/88 06/30/93

140

1 cc,ar
nc,pr

Zambia

05/16/83 01/01/8312/31/83

90

12/31/88 06/30/93

210

50 ar,st
nc

Romania

05/18/83 01/01/8312/31/83

60

12/31/86 12/31/89

200

40 p,nc

Mexico

06/22/83 07/01/8312/31/83

90

12/31/86 06/30/89

1,650

600 ar,p'

Cent. Afr.
Republic

07/08/83 01/01/8312/31/83

90

12/31/88 06/30/93

20

1 cc,st
ar

Peru

07/26/83 05/01/8304/30/84
and 05/01/8404/30/85

90

04/30/87 10/31/91

580

Ecuador

07/28/83 06/01/8305/31/84

85

05/31/87 11/30/91

180

Morocco

10/25/83 09/01/8312/31/84

85

09/30/88 03/31/92

1,030

Malawi

10/27/83 07/01/8306/30/84

85

01/01/88 07/01/92

20

145 nc
f

04/30/88 10/31/92

imf

70 nc

180 ar,nc

1 nc

PARIS CLUB AGREEMENTS, 1978-1984(cont.)

Country

Agreed
Minute
Signed

Consolidation
Period

Percent
Consolidated

Repayment of
Consolidated
Debt'
De
First

Last

Amount of
Rescheduled
Debt"
(millions of$)
Paris
Club

U.S . Remarks'

Niger

11/14/83 10/01/8309/31/84

90/60g

04/01/89 04/01/93

Brazil

11/23/83 08/01/8312/31/84

85

01/01/89 07/01/92

3,600

Zaire

12/20/83 01/01/8412/31/84

95

12/31/89 06/30/95

900

145 cc,ar
nc,pr,oa

Senegal

12/21/83 07/01/8306/30/84

90

06/30/88 12/31/92

90

2 cc,nc

Liberia

12/22/83 07/01/8306/30/84

90

06/30/88 12/31/92

20

10 cc,nc

Sierra
Leone

02/08/84 01/01/8412/31/84

90

12/31/89 12/31/94

10

0 cc,ar,
pr,nc,oa

Madagascar

03/23/84 07/01/8312/31/84

95

09/30/89 03/31/95

170

5 cc,ar,
pr,nc,oa

Sudan

05/03/84 01/01/8412/31/84

100

01/01/91 07/01/00

260

30 cc,pr,
mi,oa

Ivory
Coast

05/04/84 12/01/8312/31/84

100/50g

12/31/88 06/30/93

310

25

Yugoslavia

05/22/84 01/01/8412/31/84

100

12/31/88 06/30/91

750

120 p

Peru

06/05/84 05/01/8407/31/85

90

06/15/90 12/15/93

600

200 nc

Togo

06/06/84 01/01/8404/30/85

95

02/28/90 08/31/94

140

Jamaica

07/16/84 01/01/8403/31/85

100/50g

02/15/89 08/15/93

100

65 ar

Cuba

07/19/84 01/01/8412/31/84

100

07/01/89 07/01/93

200

0 p

$

30

$ 2 nc

250 ar,nc

2 pr,nc

PARIS CLUB AGREEMENTS, 1978-1984(cont.)

Country

Agreed
Minute
Signed

Consolidation
Period

Percent
Consolidated

Zambia

07/20/84 01/01/8412/31/84

100

Ecuador

07/28/84 06/01/8305/31/84

Mozambique

Repayment of
Consolidated
Debt.
First

Last

Amount of
Rescheduled
Debt6
(millions of$)
Paris
Club

U.S. Remarks"

12/31/89 06/30/94 $

200 $

20 cc,ar,
pr,oa

85

05/31/87 11/30/91

180

40 nc

10/25/84 07/01/8406/30/85

95

06/30/90 12/31/95

350

10 ar,nc,oa

Niger

11/30/84 10/01/8407/01/85

90/50g

11/01/90 05/01/95

25

2 nc

Liberia

12/17/84 07/01/8406/30/85

90

06/30/90 12/31/94

15

5 nc,oa

Philippines

12/20/84 01/01/8506/30/86

100/60g

03/15/91 09/15/95

1,280

375 ar,nc

Total

$26,990 $4,785

Made in semiannual installments in every case listed.
Very rough approximations. In most cases, there were significant differences between the
debtors' estimates and the creditors' estimates of arrears and payments falling due during the
consolidation period. Even if the estimates were the same, there is no consensus on how to calculate the amount of debt relief. In some cases, the amount shown is total eligible debt. In
others, the amount refers to consolidated debt only, or to everything except the portions to be
paid according to the original schedules, or to the debt relief net ofinterest paid on rescheduled
debt.
ar = arrears rescheduled, including short-term arrears in some cases.
cc = contract cutoff date used in a previous rescheduling moved up.
imf = reliefin subsequent consolidation periods linked to compliance with an IMF arrangement.
mi = moratorium interest capitalized.
nc = nonconsolidated debt rescheduled.
oa = offshore account established.
p = only principal rescheduled.
pr = previously rescheduled debt rescheduled.
st = short-term debt due in consolidation period rescheduled.
d Only arrears rescheduled.
e Only obligations of private-sector borrowers rescheduled.
f Percent rescheduled in the second consolidation was to be negotiated at a subsequent meeting. Instead, a completely new agreement was negotiated in June 1984.
g First percentage relates to principal payments and second to interest payments.
a

b
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